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Abstract. In this paper, we present a preliminary approach that uses
a set of NLP and Deep Learning methods for extracting entities and
relationships from research publications and then integrates them in a
Knowledge Graph. More specifically, we i) tackle the challenge of knowl-
edge extraction by employing several state-of-the-art Natural Language
Processing and Text Mining tools, ii) describe an approach for integrat-
ing entities and relationships generated by these tools, and iii) analyse
an automatically generated Knowledge Graph including 10, 425 entities
and 25, 655 relationships in the field of Semantic Web.
1 Introduction
Knowledge graphs (KG) are large network of entities and relationships, usually
expressed as RDF triples, relevant to a specific domain or an organization [4].
Many of state-of-the-art projects such as DBPedia, Google Knowledge Graph,
BabelNet, and YAGO build KGs by harvesting entities and relations from textual
resources, such as Wikipedia pages.
Scientific Knowledge Graphs (SKGs) focus on the scholarly domain and typi-
cally contains metadata describing research publications such as authors, venues,
organizations, research topics, and citations. Good examples are Open Academic
Graph4, Scholarlydata.org [7], and OpenCitations [8]. Their main limitation is
that they typically represent the content of the papers as unstructured text (title,
abstract, sometimes the full text). Therefore, a significant challenge in this field
regards the generation of SKGs that contain also a explicit representation of the
knowledge presented in the publications [2], and potentially describes entities
such as approaches, application, formats, and so on.
Most of the relevant information for populating such a KG could be derived
from the text of research publications. However, integrating this information in
a coherent knowledge graph is still an open challenge.
In this paper, we present a preliminary approach that uses a set of NLP
techniques for extracting entities and relationships from research publications
and then integrate them in a KG. More specifically, we i) tackle the challenge
of knowledge extraction by employing several state-of-the-art Natural Language
Processing and Text Mining tools, ii) describe an approach for integrating enti-
ties and relationships generated by these tools, and iii) analyse an automatically
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generated Knowledge Graph including 10, 425 entities and 25, 655 relationships
in the field of Semantic Web.
2 The Proposed Approach
We collect a dataset composed by 12, 007 abstracts of scientific publications
about the Semantic Web domain. It was retrieved by selecting all publications
from Microsoft Academic Graph dataset which contains the string ”Semantic
Web” in the ”field of science” heading.
For extracting entities and relations, we exploited the following resources:
– An extractor framework designed by [5] which provides tools for detecting
entities and relations from scientific literature. It detects six types of entities
(Task, Method, Metric, Material, Other-Scientific-Term, and Generic) and
seven types of relations among a list of predefined choices (Compare, Part-of,
Conjunction, Evaluate-for, Feature-of, Used-for, Hyponym-Of ).
– OpenIE [1], provided with Stanford Core NLP5. It detects general entities
and relations among them, using verbs as predicates.
– The CSO Classifier [9], a tool for automatically tagging research papers
with a set of research topics draw from the Computer Science Ontology
(CSO)6 [10]. CSO is a comprehensive ontology of research areas in the field
of Computer Science, which was automatically generated from a dataset of
16 million research publications.
In order to generate the graph, we need to integrate all triples extracted
from the abstracts. First we had to clean entities by removing punctuation, stop-
words, merging singular and plural forms, splitting entities containing compound
expressions, and handling acronyms.
For the entity merging task we exploit two data structures. The first one,
labelled W2LE, maps each word to a list of entities that share the last token (e.g.
medical ontology, biomedical ontology, pervasive agent ontology, and so on.). With
W2LE we avoided comparing those entities that syntactically could not refer
to the same entity (e.g. the entities ontology generation and ontology adoption
were not compared). The second one, labelled E2E, maps each original entity
to the entity that will represent it in the KG.
Given an entity e and the list of its tokens {t0, ..., tn}, we chose tn. If tn was
not present in W2LE, a new entry key tn was added to W2LE and its value
is a list with e as its unique element. If tn was in W2LE, then we compute
the Levenshtein string similarity7 between the entity e and all other entities
e′0, ..., e
′
m ∈ W2LE[tn]. If the resulting score met a given threshold tL (set to
0.9 in the prototype), the entity e was mapped as e′i in E2E. Otherwise e was
mapped to itself in E2E. At the end, the entity e was added to W2LE[tn].
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entry key ex, if its corresponding entity ey = E2E[ex] was not in the graph, a
new entity with label ey was added.
In order to merge similar relations and reduce their number, we clustered all
verbs labels. To do so we exploited WordNet [6] and a set of Word2Vec word em-
beddings trained on 9 million research papers from Microsoft Academic Graph8.
In details, given the set of all verbs V = {v0, ..., vn}, we built a distance matrix
M considering as a distance between two verbs vi and vj the 1− Wu-Palmer9
similarity between their synsets. Then, we apply a hierarchical clustering algo-
rithms, cutting the dendrogram where the number of clusters had the highest
value of overall silhouette-width [3]. Subsequently, clusters were refined as fol-
lows. Given a cluster c, we assigned each verb vic ∈ c with the word embedding
wi in the Word2Vec model, and computed the centroid ce of the cluster as the
average of word embeddidngs of its elements. Then, we ordered verbs in ascend-
ing order by the distance from ce. All verbs with a distance over a threshold
t were discarded. All the other verbs were mapped on the verb nearest to the
centroid ce.
3 The Knowledge Graph
In this section, we report our preliminary results about the KG produced from
12, 007 papers about the Semantic Web (using tL = 0.9 ).
The resulting KG contains 10, 425 entities and 25, 655 relationships. It in-
cludes both verb-based relations (from OpenEI) and default relations (from the
Extractor Framework). Verbs are usually more informative, but also harder to
extract. The Extractor Framework is more flexible and it is able to extract a
large number of relationships, but these are usually less specific. Using both
systems allows us obtaining a good balance between coverage and specificity.
Table 1. Contribution of Extractor Framework and CSO to the KG entities.
Tools Entities Contribution Count Percentage
CSO 1034 9,92%
Extractor Framework 8668 83.15%
Exclusive CSO 117 1.12%
Exclusive Extractor Framework 7751 74.35%
Entities where both tools contribute 917 8.8%
Derived Entities 1640 15.73%
Table 1 reports statistics about entities. To weight the actual contribution of
each tool, we counted the number of entities that were extracted by each tool.
With the label Exclusive we indicate the percentage of entities identified only
by a specific tool. The row Derived Entities refers to the additional entities that
were obtained by merging or splitting the original entities extracted by the tools.
Most entities come from the Extractor Framework tool, which contributes to
the 83, 15% of all entities, and exclusively contributes to 74, 35% of them. The
8 Avaliable at http://tiny.cc/w0u43y
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CSO Classifer contributes to 9.92% of them, but only a minority are exclusive.
This was expected, since CSO contains fairly established research topics. Con-
versely, the Extractor Framework is able to identify many entities that appear
in very few research papers. On average, each entity was extracted 3.69 ± 32.22
times by one of the tools.
Table 2. Contribution of Extractor Framework and OpenIE to the KG relations.
Tools Relations Contribution Count Percentage
Extractor Framework 23,624 92.09%
OpenIE 3,116 12.15%
Exclusive Extractor Framework 22,539 87.85%
Exclusive OpenIE 2,031 7.92%
Contribution of both tools 1,085 4.23%
Similarly to entities, the Extractor Framework produced also the majority of
the relationships with a coverage of 92.09%. However, the 12.15% of relationships
extracted by OpenIE are usually more informative since they are mapped to
specific verbs. On average, each relationship was extracted 1.32 ± 1.41 times.
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